A

WORKS-BASED RELATIONSHIPS

ny mother who aborts her child (“because she can”) shows that she would have never loved her child to
begin with. Let me explain. The reason abortions are done by women is because the baby can’t support
itself. The baby is helpless. The baby needs constant nurturing, care, and attention. The mother obviously sees
that the baby won’t nurture and care and attend to himself, so she chooses to kill the baby. What do you call that
mentality? It’s called a works-based relationship. The baby obviously couldn’t perform (or be made useful to
the mother), therefore she kills him.

T

he baby couldn’t help the mother around the house–so she kills him. The baby couldn’t earn money or do
chores for the mother–therefore, she kills him. The baby–whom the mother hasn’t even met–is already put
into a works-based relationship (a hopeless situation) and unbeknownst to himself,
is perceived worthless to the mother and is aborted.
News ﬂash: babies, by nature, are
helpless. Babies don’t produce anything
for the mother. Babies don’t help around
the house or earn a paycheck. Maybe
these mothers should have thought about
having a baby ﬁrst before throwing him
into a works-based relationship.

W

orks-based relationships don’t work
with babies. Babies simply won’t
perform. So, a mother either accepts that
responsibility to nurture and care for the
child–or, sadly, she chooses to abrogate her
responsibility and kills her own offspring. A
baby can’t even be himself in this murderous
world. How sad, that there is no room in
this world for a helpless baby (just like in
Bethlehem 2,000 years ago). How sad, that a
baby’s value is based on works–and not love.

I

know the baby in the womb isn’t a Republican and can’t vote. I know that the Pre-Born can’t contribute to
America’s GDP. I know that they can’t pay taxes or give tithes to your local church. I know they can’t earn
a paycheck or pay your mortgage. I get it. However, monetary value is no way to value a baby in the womb.
There is intrinsic value of a person that is beyond possession and wealth and status. A baby is valuable because
he is made in the Imago Dei (Latin for “Image of God”). The image of God is valuable in and of itself. Babies
are valuable because of that very reason. To think that a Pre-Born baby’s value is based on anything else (like,
“What can this baby provide for me?) is to miss everything of value.

I

f one’s deﬁnition of value is misplaced on a baby (of all things) that person will skew their estimation of
value all across the board: all races, ages, nations, sexes, religions, social classes, etc. Someone, like a ProChoice person, who only views people as objects, is to strip all peoples, tribes and nations everywhere of their
Imago Dei. That is blasphemy. That is murder. Murder happened way before the abortion appointment. It
happened way back when a mother says, “You’re not worth it. You have zero value to me.” This is what being
Pro-Choice means; it is a culture of death. It is a cancer that will eat away all life if a doctor doesn’t put a stop
to it. Pro-Choice, put simply, is not just a movement, it is the personiﬁcation of death.
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